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Route 1

Run to the wall. Climb the wall. Catch the rope. Swing on the rope and get
to the platform. Jump off the platform into the river. Get across the river.
When you reach the flag, pull it up.

Route 2

Climb up the tree. Walk along the rope. Jump off the rope into the river.
Get across the river. When you reach the flag, pull it up.

1. At which letter does Route 1 begin?

2. At which letter does Route 2 begin?
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There was a footbatt game one afternoon. ""' {&
Ttrey said this on the radio ... ,-,g4 irb ID'
ffi football game one afternoon. '," @
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%tr'ab the bail to Dupont. Dupontpasses ro
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1 . Which player is A?
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